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Introduction 

Fun IS Good

“If you never did you should.  These things are fun, and fun is good” 

– Dr. Seuss

Case Study - Fun IS Good

Many of you would think that there is very little similarity between golf clubs and minor league 
baseball in the United States.  However, there is a lot that golf could learn from baseball about 
improving the members and guest’s experiences.  A minor league baseball season lasts 142 games 
and if teams only relied on winning to get people into the stadiums then there would only be a few 
teams attracting crowds.  In a league there will be a number of teams that will not be winning, in 
many cases they may be losing badly.  If it was all about the baseball results these teams will struggle 
to bring in any supporters to watch the game.  Golf clubs have the same type of issues.  If people are 
playing badly, the weather is bad, or the golf course is not up to standard that members and visitors 
expect, why would they want to play, or even keep their membership?  There must be other elements 
to keep people coming back out.  Minor league baseball has realised that.  One of the best-known 
owners in minor league baseball, Mike Veeck, realised this and he did some interesting things to get 
people having fun at the games.  Some of the things he did was train a pig to deliver baseballs to the 
umpires, hired mimes to perform the instant replays, on one occasion locked fans out of the stadium 
to set an all-time attendance record for fewest people at the game, and even gave away a vasectomy 
away on Father’s Day.  The fun aspects away from the baseball have kept bringing people into the 
stadium, so much so that Veeck is regarding as the most successful minor league owner.  The basis is 
all about having fun while people are at the game.

In the 2017 Voice of the Participant Survey that New Zealand Golf conducted, showed that the biggest 
reason people became members of golf clubs was fun.  Looking at the playing calendar of golf 
clubs how many events are focused around having fun?  Most of the events are set for competitive 
golf and the formats tend to be repetitive in nature.  The fun period at clubs tends to be around the 
Christmas period with the influx of players and members to the club following these events.  There 
is a perception that golf is a hard game to play and learn.  Things that are hard are not always seen 
as fun.  Changing the perception is key.  This can be achieved at a club relatively easily.  Changing 
the formats of the games played at the weekends could include the club inventing its own rules for 
the day, these could include everything from taking the flags out and putting to the nearest hole 
on the green, through to only 1 shot being added on for a penalty shot.  Reducing the number of 
clubs played with not only reduces the weight in your bag but makes you use your imagination 
to play some of the shots.  One of the biggest drawbacks golf faces today is the amount of time it 
takes.  Because of layouts we tend to have options of only 9 and 18 holes.  However, if clubs looked 
at the way their course runs they may be able to have lay outs of 3, 6, 9, and maybe even 12-hole 
options.  These layouts could be made available on certain days during the week or over a weekend, 
this could work well during winter.  Speed golf is becoming popular with the ability to get a run in 
while playing golf, which means that 18 holes could be over in an hour.  Those are only some of the 
options that can be taken on the course.  Finding out from members what they see as fun will make 
this list longer.  Other options like having music playing when people are on the course and having 
off course events will encourage people to have fun at the club.  Other sports have embraced the fun 
is good mantra.  We have seen the shorter versions of cricket and sevens rugby embracing the fun 
around the shorter games and the crowds have come back.  We only need to look at the experience 
overseas with TopGolf.  The concept is based on a fun experience.  It isn’t about the score, or practice, 
it is about having fun with some friends.  TopGolf is expanding throughout the US and has recently 



opened in Australia.  They have tapped into a market that is obviously interested in golf but are 
not impressed with the rigid aspects that golf clubs can put on a person.  These include clothing 
restrictions, playing options of only nine or 18 holes, tee times that do not fit in with the person’s 
lifestyle or work commitments.  TopGolf is not a threat to golf or golf clubs, it is showing clubs the 
way forward to get people into the game.  Make things fun, incorporating ‘other things’ to do around 
the game itself, make the club open and welcoming will bring more people in and increase the 
demographic that normally does not attend golf clubs.

By focusing on fun, it is more likely that clubs will be able to attract more volunteers to help with 
events.  For example, if junior or beginner sessions are set up with the major focus on being fun for 
both those participating and those volunteering rather than turning people into members or trying to 
make them better, it is more likely volunteers will stay more engaged and more willing to help.  Many 
golf clubs are struggling to bring on and keep volunteers.  In most golf clubs the volunteers are the 
unsung heroes of New Zealand golf clubs that are the engines keeping the clubs afloat.  Finding out 
what is fun for the volunteers will not only attract more volunteers, but it will keep them engaged and 
they will keep coming back and helping.  They might even bring others along because it is such an 
enjoyable experience. 

Today people are spoilt for the choice 
they have for the ever-decreasing leisure 
time.  With the options about, people will 
not stay involved in a pastime they are 
not having fun with.  Golf is a hard game 
to play and harder to master so we need 
to keep people involved in the game in 
many ways to keep them interested.  The 
fun aspect is the easiest and most effective 

way to keep people engaged in the game.  
It will also change the perception of golf 
and clubs with the result bringing more 
people into golf clubs. 

“Laughter is the sun that drives winter from 
the human face.”  
- Victor Hugo

Conclusion


